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The book under reference substantially represents two doctoral
by Dr V. S. Agrawala to the University of
Lucknow, and it was published in the year 1953 by the authorities
theses submitted

undoubtedly the outcome of prodigious
industry, and in the field of indological researches it is a very
valuable contribution dealing with the important data of India's
culture and civilization in its various aspects, furnished by the
Astddhydyi and the subsequent grammatical literature. In the
accomplishment of this work the author has made the fullest use
of the Mahahhasya of Patanjali, which provides reliable clues, to
a considerable extent, to the knowledge of India's past history.
of the University.

I

and

am

it is

It is

fully alive to the importance of
this consideration of the

Dr Agrawala's researches,
work which prompts

value of this

me to
I am

press the need for reconsideration of several issues which,
persuaded, are not faithful to the original texts. In the
interest of perfection these matters of doubtful inaccuracy should
receive thorough clarification, and if my contention be correct the
result will be beneficial to the students of India's thought in general

and of Panini in particular. I am conscious of my limitations and
the position which Professor Agrawala occupies in an important
seat of learning in India.
Yet I am inclined to observe that in
many places he does not seem to be as au courant and exact as
expected. His interpretations of the original texts appear to be
hasty and subjective. It appears that in such of the cases as will
be shown in the following pages the writer did not give sufficient
consideration and thought to the crucial points.

My

interests in

book and my appreciation of the labours of the author are
genuine and sincere, and I should be the last person to pick holes
this

in a captious spirit. It

however, because of the consideration that
engage the attention of the students of
Indology, and that the lapses should not gain perpetuity by rethis

book

petition

is,

will continue to

by future scholars who

will

have neither the time nor
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the equipment to go to the sources, that

review of the issues with a view

I

undertake to give a

to their reassessment

by the

author himself.

Uttard

I.

At the very
"

outset of the

book

it is

stated

:

regarded by the Indians as the

Grammar was

first

and

most important of the sciences. (Vydkaranam ndmeyam uttard
vidyd, Bhdsya, 1.2.32; also satsu angesu pradhdnam)" {India
as

known

to Pdnini

:

p. 1)

This statement seems to have been inspired by the a priori
consideration of the secondary meaning of the word uttard without

But it is the chronological meaning which
makes the statement of Patanjah apposite and relevant. Evidently
the word uttard, as rendered by Dr Agrawala, is understood to
mean " the first and most important " (of the sciences) That the
word uttara can be used to denote superiority in certain contexts
does not admit of doubt. But the meaning of superiority is
secondary (Idksanika), since what comes later seems to be better.
The secondary meaning became well-established in the time of
Amarasiiiiha as is evident from his remark
Uparyudlcya
sresthesvapyuttarah. But in the Mahdbhdsya under reference the
word is certainly not used in that sense. ^ This will be clear if we
study the context in which it is used. This remark occurs in the
Bhdsya under Tasyddita udattam ardhahrasvam (1.2.32)
The
chronological reference.

.

:

'

previous rule

'

'

Samah-drassvaritah

'

:

says that a svarita vowel

is

that

which contains both uditta and anudatta, the two qualities of the
vowel sounds, i.e., the combination of the two accents high and

The next

low.

rule

'

Tasyddita, etc' demarcates the

first

portion

of the half a vidtrd of the svarita

vowel as having the uddtta accent
and the remaining the anuddtta. (The word ardhahrasva means
only ' halj a mdtrd ', and not half of the hrasva vowel ')
Under
this rule Patafijali has given an interesting note on the necessity
'

.

The other quotation 'satsu angesu pradhdnam' means that of the six
Veda (not of all sciences like Vedanta Mimamsd,
Nydya etc.) grammar is the most important. It is only the relative position
of Vpdkarann among the six anciUary disciolines which gives it priority. Thp
1.

ancillary sciences of the

assertion of Patanjali

is

would have been helpful
it

is

misleading.

only relative and not in an absolute reference. It
if the author took note of this fact. As it stands
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under discussion for the purpose

of

demarcating the accent. The question is posed here that the rule
need not be framed for imparting instruction on such obvious

no rule is framed
component
vowel sounds of the diphthongs.^ Patanjali answers this question
in a suitable manner. He says that the svarita vowel looks hke a
sound of fused accents. The fusion of the two makes it difficult to
distinguish the udatta part from that of the anuddtta. For instance,
when the milk is adulterated with water it is very difficult (except
by means of a lactometer produced by the modem scientists) to
mark out the volume of the aqua from that of the milk. Pataiijali
says that the case of the svarita vowel is also the same. Therefore,
the master, Panini, out of benevolence and friendly disposition
factors of the

vowel sound as the

udo-tta, just as

for giving instruction about the details of the analogous

imparts, for the edification of the students, instruction as to the

portion and part of the udatta and the anuddtta.^

Then

a point of

Panini offers this instruction for the edification of mediocre students, why does he not give his ruling on
other hnguistic factors such as places and modes of articulation
{sthAna and prayatna) ?"* This objection is ruled out by Pataiijali

order

is

raised that

if

"Vydkaranam ndmeyam

with the characteristic remark:

uttard

vidyd, so'sau chandassastresvahhiviiiltah upalahdhyd adhigantum

Kaiyata's

utsahate'.

comment on

this is

:

Purd kalpe pHrvd, adyatve tu uttareti paspasdydmdkhydtam.^
The import of Pataiijali's remark as explained by Kaiyata is that
grammar is a subsequent discipline, being cultivated by a student

2.

Kaiyata

says

:

"Naivam.bh,utairilidnvdkhyS.nam,

ksarddivisayasydpi vibhdgasya anvdkhydnaprasangdt
3.

Vide:

Mahdbhdsya under

1.2.32:

iti

drsyate,

saiidhya-

bhavah.

Amisribhutamivedam bhavati.

Tad-

yathd ksiTOdake samprkte dviisrlbhutatvdt na jndyate kiyat ksXram kiyadudakam, kasminnavakdse ksiram kasmin vd udakamiti. Evam ihdpyamisnbhiitatvdt na jndyate kiyaduddttavi, kiyadvd anuddttam, kasminnavakdse

kasmin anuddttamiti. Taddcdryassuhrdbhutvd anvdcaste iyaduddttam, iyadaniiddttam, asminnavakdse uddttam, asrnin anuddttamiti."

tidittam,

4
kdni

Ibid.

"Yadyayamevaih snhrd kimanydnyapyevaii jdtlyakdni nopadisatil

punastdni?

sthdna-Jcarana-

(dbhyantara

prayatna)

anupraddndni

(bahya prayatna)".
5.

Vide:

The Mahdbhasya

"Purd kalpe etadislt
ad.hxyate,

in Paspasd:

samskdrottarakdlam. brahmand

tebhyastattatstJidna,

Vydkaranam sma

ndddnupraddnajiiebhyo vaidikdssabdd
Vedam adhitya tvaritd, vaktdro bhavanti

karana,

upadisy ante, Tadadyatve na tat}id;
etc.
Also see Kaiyata's explanation in
Vam Vydkaranavxadhiyate" etc.

this context:

"Purd Vedadhyandt pur"
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Vedic sciences, and by reason of his
such as the Vedic grammar
sciences
Vedic
initiation into the
(Siksd)
etc., he has gained the neces{Prdtisdkhya) and Phonetics
sary knowledge about the places and modes of articulation. So
there is no necessity for instruction on these factors which are
already known to the student. But it may, however, be questioned that the student initiated into the Vedic sciences can similarly
know of the details of the uddtta and aTiudatta as well, and
consequently the rules 'Tasyddita etc' are equally unwarranted.
Pataiijah admits in the sequel that strictly speaking these rules
also are not imperative; yet Panini taught them simply for the
after his initiation into the

,

edification of students of lower calibre^

who may

find

it difficult

to

demarcate the obscure uddtta and the anuddtta in the svarita vowel.
To know the places and modes of articulation of letters is of
course not so
It is this

difficult as

the indistinct accents of the svarita vowel.

context in which occurs Pataiijah's remark;

ndmeyam

uttard vidyd, which

is

'Grammar

Vydkaranam

Dr Agrawala

quoted by

in sup-

and most important
But here the epithet uttard as explained by
of the sciences'.
Kaiyata means only 'subsequent (discipline) and it does not admit
of the interpretation given by Dr Agrawala. Any other meaning
of the word uttard is most unsuitable to the context, and accordingly the quotation of this Pataiijali's remark for supporting
his contention is only an inaccurate presentation of the facts.

port of his statement

the

is

first

',

Vydkaranam

II.

On

page 4

again''

it is

sutrayati

stated:

" Pataiijali speaks of Panini adopting the siitra style as
the medium of teaching grammar."

The writer seeks to support
from the Mahdbhdsya under the

this

opinion

by quoting a sentence

rule Hetumati ca (3.1.26)
Under
rule an interesting point regarding certain grammatical pro-

this

.

cedure is illustrated by Pataiijali in his usual manner of question
and answer. Nouns are reduced to verbs by some grammatcial
device.
sutra.

6.
7.

instance,^ sutrayati

is

means: "One frames the

such a verb from the word
The two forms of ex-

siitras".

"Anvakhyanameva tarhidam viandabuddheh" Bhisya, under 1.2.32.
This kind of page-reference hereinafter is to Dr Agarwala's book

India as
8.

For
It

Known

to Panini.

"Taikaroti tadacafte".
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Vydkaranasya sutram karoti, and vydkaranam sutayati,
But the difficulty is that in
the same meaning.
the first instance the word vydkarana is in the genitive case, and
Why this change of form
in the second it is in the accusative.
though they are materially identical? This is the problem. Of
course, a minor problem was involved in Vydkaranasya sutram
karoti, because vydkania and sutra are identical. But this is explained by Pataiijali in a secondary sense, sutra being used as a
part of the whole. The difference in the cases is explained^ by the
transitive verb form siUrayati governing an accusative case. The
expression Vydkaranarii sutrayati therefore means only what is
conveyed by its explanatory sentence (vigrahavdkya) vydkaraiiasya
sutram karoti. This is analogous to the expression vydkaranasya
pkdvi karoti, vydkaranam tikayati. Sutrayati, etc., is an example
of Tidmadhdtu (Denominative verb) derived from the nominal stem
by the rule 'Tatkaroti taddcaste'. So the sentence Vydkaranam
sutrayati in the context in the Mahdbhdsya under reference means
only 'One composes the aphorism of grammar', and it does not

pression,

have got

follow that 'Pdnini adopts the sutra style as the
ing grammar'.

makes out

therefore, not discernible

It is,

medium of teachhow Dr Agrawala

on the strength of this Mahdbhdsya text.
to Panini, because no word Uke Panini
or acarya is used by Pataiijali in this context.
Dr Agrawala's
argument is a case of petitio principii. It assumes that Panini was
the sutrakdra in Vydkarana, for which there is no warrant, and
then it concludes that the sentence 'Vydkaranam sutrayati must
refer to Panini. Professor Agrawala could quote with relevancy
such of the ipse dixits of Panjali as (1) Pramdnabhilta dcdrya
sutrdni pranayati sma; (2) Ubhayathdhydcdryena sutrdni pranltdni,
and others.

It is

his contention

strange to attribute

it

Also Dr Agrawala's observation on page 4

:

writers
were perhaps inclined to treat
composed of rules as well as individual words
(laksya-laksana)
But Pataiijali tells us that Panini's contri-

'Previous

Vydkarana

as

.

"Iha Vydkaranasya sutram karoti, Vydkaraiiam^trayatlti vdkye sasthi,
9.
utpanne ca pratyaye dyitii/a, kenaitadcvani bhavatil Yosau sutravyakaranayorahhisambandhah sa utpanne pratyaye nivartate; asti ca karotervyakaranena sdmarthyamiti krtvd dvitiyd hhavisyati". Also see Kaiyata on this:
"Vdkye dravyarupam sutram siUraiahdenocyate.
Nicitutpanne sattva-

hhdvdtivartandt
karotyarthdbhidhdyi
pardrthdbhdhdnaih vrttiriti".

G. 12

siitrasahdah

sampadyate,

Taduktam
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bution consisted in framing sutras to embody the linguistic
phenomena and to build up a system, rather than pursue the
arduous and lengthy process of taking each word separately';
is

So

not supported by objective evidence.

far as the sutra pattern

concerned it was in vogue before Panini's time
of composition
as is evident from his own aphorism (3.2.23) justifying the form
sutrakdra, the rule PdrasaryasildUhhydm bhiksunatasutrayoh, and
from the example "Trikdh Kdsakrtsndh given in the Kasika under
Panini has quoted his predecessors who most probably
4.2.65.
is

adopted the sutra

Pataiijali's appreciation^" of the perfec-

style.

tion of the sutras of Panini indicates that he excelled his predecessors in

making

his aphorisms

Dr Agrawala's remark

more expressive and

effective.

that Panini's predecessors adopted both

and laksana

and Panini followed a diffis what Panini himself
did as vouched for by Patanjali. He framed rules not in a vacuuan,
but with reference to the word forms to be explained (laksyalaksane: vide: Paspasd)
Perhaps Dr Agrawala is influenced by
the allusion of PataiijaU to the story of Indra and Brhaspati.
There he shows the necessity of not only inductive observation,
but that with a view to composition of generic rules,^^ which apply
to a large class of individuals.
This must also have been the
laksya (words)
erent method

(rule)

very unfortunate.

is

,

This

.

method

follo'.ved by his predecessors.
It is unthinkable that Panini
could frame his rules in such a perfect fashion without the guidance of a previous model. I do not think that such hazardous
guesses are the proper way to demonstrate one's admiration for

Panini whose claim to eminence stands on unassailable grounds.
Ill

Ardha

mdtrdlaghavena,

etc.,

and

Darbhapavitra-

pdnih

Under

the rule Vrddhirddaic Patanjali pays his

Panini by his assertion that there

10.

Vide:

11.

neyam

MaMbha^ya

Vide:

:

„

:

„

:

is

homage^

to

not even a single letter or

Akumdravi yasah Pdnineh
^obharid

khalu

iinder 1.4.89.

Pdninessutrasya

krtih

(2.3.66).

Pdniniyam mahat suvihitam (4.3.66).
Mahdhh^ya, Paspasd: 'Kimcit sdmdnyavisesavat laksanam pra-

etc.

Vide: Pramdnabhuta dcdryo darbhapavitrapdnih sucdvavakdse prdnrnukha upavisya mahatS prayatnena sutrdni pranayati sma, tatrdsakyam varnenapy anarthakcna bhavitum, kimpunariyatz sutr^na? {Mahabhasya under
12.

1.1.1.;.
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which is without significance, and that
Panini constructed his aphorisms with utmost care and circumspection. But Dr Agrawala deduces from this tribute paid by
Ardhavidtrdldghaveiia jnitroUavam
the Paribhdsd;:
Pataiijali
syllable in the Astddhydyi,

manyante vaiydkarandh.

He

says on page 6

:

" This authoritative conception later

on became the pivot
(paribhdsd) that the saving of half a mdtrd is
regarded by the grammarians as gladdening as the birth of a
son {Parihhdsendusekhara, No. 122)".
of the

maxim

obvious that the conclusion contains more than what is in
the premise. There is no reference to brevity in Pataiijali's tribute
which might lend a remote support to the conclusion. On the
contrary Pataiijali's remark: 'Anvdkhydnameva tarh'idam mandahuddheh' under 1.2.32 (also similar remarks) shows that Panini
It is

make a fetish of brevity, and composed aphorisms, which
might be deduced from the deeper significance of a rule, for the
edification and easy enlightenment of the mediocre students.
Nagesa justifies this Paribhdsd {ArdhamdtrdldghaveTia etc.) on
did not

other evidences.
Pataiijali's

homage

to Panini

(PraindnabhUta dcdrya

been rendered by Professor Agrawala on page

6 as

etc.)

has

:

'Purified by the kiisa grass held in hand, the acdrya seated
himself facing the sun and took infinite pains in composing
each siitra. Not one syllable is purposeless, much less could
a sutra be'.

acknowledged, it appears to be Dr AgraThis interpretation is due to the oversight
of the meaning of pavitra of darbhapavitrapdni. It is a Bahuvrihi
compound, and not Tatpurusa, and the word pavitra here does
not mean 'purified'. Darbhapavitra means 'a ring of kusa grass'^-'
worn on the fourth finger on certain religious occasions. This is
prescribed as sacred and necessary for pouring ghee etc. by the

(As no other writer

wala's

own

is

rendering)

.

Srautasutras and the Dharmasutras.

Also the translation of prdnmukhah into 'facing the sun' is not
Otherwise the word must
It means facing the east.
correct.
be suryamukhah or the like. Payagunda Vaidyanatha says in his

Vide: Sidddntakaurmtdi under the rule 'Puvassamindydm': 'Pavitram
13.
yeTmjyamutpuyate, yaccdnami^dvestanam. This must have been known to
Dr Agrawala, because on page 371 he states: 'The kusa grass necessary for
sacrificial ceremonies is referred to as pavitram'.
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Chdyd under

Mahdhhasya

this

that

by facing the

east one gets

favour of the gods.^*

Analpamati

IV.

On
by

The

page 6

is

it

stated

:

"Patanjali also refers to the capacious intellect of Panini
calling him an analpamati dcdrya".

found in the Kdrikd which is evidently
a Slokavdrtika'^^. It is not quite clear that it apphes to Panini.
It is doubtful whether the injunction regarding the accusaepithet analpamati

in

tive

the

causative

is

in

respect

intransitive

of

verbs

maka) and verbs denoting movement (gatyarthaka)
ed by Panini. Kaiyata's observation's ("it shows
grammatical
points

to

tradition

some

(found

yukti'

verb,

as

other
in

the

explained

Also

dcdrya.

Kdrikd)

by

without

continued

is

the

standing

Kaiyata,

for

suggests

the
that

offer-

that

break')

expression

(akar-

is

the

rather

'dhruva-

intransitive
it

belongs

some other previous dcdrya. It is evident that the tribute (analpamati) is offered by the Vditikakdra, and not by Patanjah of his
independent initiative. It is again doubtful whether it relates to
to

Patanjah speaks about the highest intellectual quahties of
Panini, no doubt. But the quotation under reference does not
seem to be quite appropriate. Instead of quoting such references
as authority for our own contention, it would be safe to cite refer-

Panini.

ences of indubitable character.

V.

The statement on page

Suhrt

7 also deserves our notice

"Lastly,

PataiijaH applies the significant epithet suhrt
to Panini in reference to the simplicity of his style
which makes an erudite work so easy of comprehension by its
lucidity and logic".
(1.2.32)

14.

Cf. Kaiyata:

'Pranmukha

iti.

pracya abhyudayahetutvdt'. Under this
sruterdevabhimukyena

Chdi'l says: Pridm devd chhajanta, pitaro 'vaclmiti
ca taddnukulyaslddherityapi hodhyam,'.

"Dhnivp.cestitayuktisucdpyagune,
tadanalpamatervacanam
snisrata"
15.
Dhruvayuktisu cestitayuktisjicdpyaQime karmani ladayo bhavantlti etadanalpamaterdcaryasya vacanam smaryatdm". Bhdsya, under 1.4.51. See Kaiyata:
'Agunc pradlidnakarmani, dhruvayuktisu akarmakes^i, cestitayuktisu ca gatyarthesu ca ladayo hhavanti. Purvdcdrya prasiddhyd dhruvayuktayah akar-

makd
16.

ucyante.
Smarateti.

Agamasydvicclt-edamanena darsayati'.

(1.4.51).
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according to Panini's rule
Suhrddurhrdau mitrdmitrayoh. It is appUed to Panini frequently
by PatanjaU in order to show that Panini does not refrain from
elaborating issues for the sake of students of mediocre capacity.
epithet suhrt

Bhdsya

(Vide:(1.2.32)

.'

'a friend'

'Anvdkhydnameva

tarhidam

Dr Agrawala's deduction from

the conclusion about the lucidity

mandahuddheh

the epithet

etc. is pointless.

It

(suhrt)

of

Qtmost shows

that Panini does not care for the strict brevity in all cases.

VI.

On

page 19 he says

The Sangraha

:

"The Astddhydift was

originally written in sutra style

and

bulk from the beginning was nearly 1000 slokas, as it is
today. The statement" (that Panini's work contained a thousand slokas, vide supra ibid.) "is akin to the computation of
Vyadi's Sangraha, also in sutra style, as laksaslokdtmaka"
its

:

What Dr Agrawala
him sloka

says

is

true of Panini, and in regard to

used as a unit of measure (32 syllables)
But his citaSangraha in support is unjustified, since a large number
of verses have been quoted from him.^'' Therefore it would not be
Correct to say with certainty that the Sangraha was not written in
the metrical form, and that it was written only in the sutra style.
is

.

tion of the

VII.

On

page 22

it is

said

Sannayana

:

"We have a suggestive word in Patanjali, viz., sdhhdsannayanah, 'the honour derived from Hterary exposition in a
sahhd (1.1.73). Panini himself uses the word sannayana in
the special sense of sammdnana (1.3.36), i.e. bestowal of
honour on successful exposition of a sastra (cf. Kdsikd on Sammdnana,

And

1.3.36)'".

again on page 295

:

"The person who came out triumphant in the debate
the recipient of high honours".
This

is

purely a figment of imagination.

was

Firstly, Panini does

not use the word sannayana as mentioned by Dr Agrawala. What
Panini does is that he simply prescribes (in the rule Samvidnana

Professor Charudevasastri's edition of the Vdkijapadiya with
t'lka.
It gives separately at the end all the ilokas that were
from
Sangraha
by Bhartrhari in his suopnjnrrtfi in the first kaiyla.
quoted
the
17.

Vide:

Vrsabhadeva's
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the dtmanepada atfer the root rd in certain special
And the examples signifying the saviniaiiana as shown

1.3.36)

etc.

meanings.
by the Kasikd, the KaumiLdX

etc. contain only the verbal form 'naany preposition prefixed thereto, though prepositions
prefixed in other cases^^. So the statement that Panini himuses the word sanayanajn the rule 1.3.36 is absolutely baseless
misleading. Not only in this rule but nowhere in his work
use of the word sannayana is traceable.

yate' without

are
tii

seK

and
the

Secondly,

the

interpretation

honour on successful exposition

sannayana as 'bestowal of
and the
person who came out triumphant
of

of a sastra' (on page 22)

elaboration (on page 295) as 'the

was the recipient of high honours' are purely fantasquote here for clear understanding a few relevant sentences
from the Kasikd and the Nydsa, the commentary on the Kasikd, as
Pataiijali has no comment of his own.
The Kasikd gives the examin the debate
tic.

I

ple 'Nayate cdrtn lokdyate'^^

and explains the meaning

issues duly confirmed

of ^nayate'

{prdpayati) the conclusions and

as 'reaching out to the students'

by reasoning.

The

rational confirmation puts

the issues on a secure and respectable basis, which carries conviction to the students of the discipline.

The

tenets of the discipline

thus explained by logic are put on a respectable footing, and the
students are convinced of the infallibility of the conclusions.

This

conviction and intellectual satisfaction derived from the teaching

make them feel honoured and
by Jinendrabuddhi. He explains the

of the master

gratified.

fied

significance of

nana

thus

:

'Ahhilasitdrthasampddanameva

This

tesdm

is clari-

sammd-

(sisydndjn)

samyagavathe Nydsakdra

pujd; ahhilasito 'rthastu lokdyate sdstre paddrthdn^^m

hodhah.

So the samvidnana, the

piljd,

consists in the resulting conviction

according to

and personal

satisfaction of the

Like vinayate, upanayate, uddnayate etc.
Though not relevant to the matter under discussion I feel tempted to
hazard a guess for the examination of the teachers and students of the Kasikd.
The reading 'nayate cdrvi lokdyate' may be due to the scribe's error. The
feminine 'cdrvV is rather pointless. The example in the Kdsika 'carvi buddhih' may have been originally 'cdrvo Buddhah'. The promulgator of the
Lokdyata system is called cdrvdka, and cdrva may be an incorrect abbreviation, (as in Devadatta, Deva, Datta, vide: Kaxtmudi under Thdjadau etc.
'Vindpi pratyayam purvottarapadayorlopo vaktavyah'), which was a practice
widespread to require a ruling. As regards the interpretation of cdrva as
Buddha, it simply means that cdrvdka was an enlightened person. The word
Buddha did not necessarily stand for Sakyamuni, v/ho also refers to previous
Buddhas. Each promulgator of a system, a thought or a cult, claimed the
18.

19.

epithet of the

Buddha

(enlightened.
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regarding the truth of the subject-matter. No other
honour than this is necessary for the apphcation of this rule (1.3.36)
Professor Agrawala did not care to scrutinize the exposition of

disciples

the authors and gives his fancifully original interpretation, carried
away by the apparent meaning of the word sammdnana. The bes-

t'

towal of honour might have been the result of the thorough knowyfedge of a subject in some cases, but it has no bearing upon the
present rule and its example. And the word sannayana has
absolutely no connection either with the rule under reference or
the

meaning assigned by Professor Agrawala.

The comment

of

Dr Agrawala on

savmidnaTia (quoted above)

gives evidence of a prolific imagination, which

is

undoubtedly a

but not to the historian. I
have dealt with this matter in connection with the sutra 1.3.36. As
regards the interpretation of sahhasannayana as 'the honour derived
valuable asset to a writer of

fiction,

from literary exposition in a sahhd, it seems to be nothing but a
cobweb of fancy. Unfortunately the meaning of sabhasammyana
or sdbhdsannayanah given by Pataiijali under 1.1.73 as an example
in connection with the definition of the Vrddha, a technical term,
has not been explained by any commentator. The commentators
including Pataiijali were all interested in putting this word sahhasannayana' beyond the pale of Vrddha in order to debar the expression sabhdsannayan'iya, and endorse sahhasannayana. (Vrddha is a
word which has a, at, or au in the initial syllable).
'

hazard

my

The word sabhd has

got a twoand assembly {sanghdta)
If we take the word sahhd in the first sense, sahhasannayana may
be interpreted as 'conducting (a person) to the assembly hall', and
sdbhdsannayanah derived by the rule 'Tatra bhavah' with the suSLx
'an' added to the word sahhasaimayana, may mean 'a rule or etift/ / uette (sainuddcdra) 'to be observed in conducting a person to the
council hair. If sab/iila be understood in the sense of assembly or]-^
meeting, the sahhasannayana would mean 'conducting of a meeting',
and the derivative (sdhhdhhdsannayanah) would mean 'the rules or
procedure to be observed in such an act'. In one word it would
mean only the rule of a meeting. It has nothing to do with sammanana or the honour derived from hterary exposition in a sahhd
as stated by Dr Agrawala.
I

interpretation.

fold meaning, viz. the council hall (said)

He seems

have been led away by the account of Yuan
regarding the custom of honouring learned men or a successful debater. In the Nydyasutrahhdsya and the Kusumdii'mli it
to

Chwang
is

stated that the result of victoiy in a debate

was material gain

&6
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honour (pilja) and reputation (khydti) (Vide NydyaThis has
^trabhdsya under 4.2.51 'Idbhapuidkhydtijartham')
which is
perhaps
in
other
countries,
been the custom in India, and
inspired by the natural love of knowledge and appreciation of
scholarship. But the attempt to deduce this custom from the sutra
Sammdnana etc. (1.3.36) only leads him to read into it a meaning
which is absolutely unobjective. It points to the moral of danger
which one cannot avoid by drawing on the imagination in dis(Idbha)

,

,

:

.

regard of

facts.

Vin.

On

page 24

Samindpramdnatvdt

stated

it is

:

"In the Sutra-kdnda
.he" (Panini) "says that it is not
within the province of the grammarian to lay down rules (aiishyam) about particulars of time and tense durations, since he
must depend on the usage of the day {samiridpramdna) for
.

.

.

such regulations."
Panini in the aphorisms-" from 1.2.51 to 1.2.57 shows his
ference from
1.2.52)

his predecessors.

He

says that the rules (1.2.51

dif-

and

regarding the number and gender of the names of tribes

futile, because they are known from popular
The names of tribes and countries
usage {samjndpramdnatvdt)
have their number and gender fixed by convention, and so there
It would be rather so much labour
is no necessity for any rule.
wasted to make known what is obvious. Similarly a rule for eliding the Taddhita sufHx (in the sense of nivdsa etc.) in the case of
common or proper nouns is also not necessary, since they are fixed

and countries are

.

by usage and do not have any
the Taddhita suffix

is

not at

In such cases
hence no question of eli-

analytical derivation.

all applied;

and no necessity for any rule for that purpose. Panini justinames are ultimate indivisible words which do not
derive their meaning from etymology (yoga), since the latter is

sion
fies

that these

out of the question.
regards also the durations of time expressed by tenseSuffixes there is no warrant for any rule. They are to be under-

As

'Lupi yuktavat vyaktivacane. VisesanaTMncdjateh
The rules are
20.
TadaMsyam samindpramdnatvat. Lup, Yogdprakhxjdndt. Yogapramane ca tada:

hhdve

adarsanam

natvat. Kdlopasarjane

Ui ca lingasankhyayo}}

sydt.

Pradhdnapratyaydrthavacanamarthasydnyapravid-

ca tulyam. AJso see Kdsikd under 1.251: Vyaktivacane
purvdcaryanirdesostadlyavievedam. sutrain. Tathdcdsya

fratydkhydnam bhavisyati 'Tadasisyam

,.

ifi'.
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stood in the senses in which they are used Ln popular speech, and
their significance is known to all. The same is the case with the

One

rules regarding the relative position of meanings.

is

subordi-

(upasarianam-apradhdnam) to another, and
this is clearly understood by all, and no specific rules are required.
This applies to the components of compounds and the suffixes (pratyayas). Panini has made specific rules only with regard to some
nate and adjectival

exceptional cases.

Dr Agrawala's
has

slurred

over

statement (quoted above)

important

the

rider

is

lax and hasty.

He

arthasydnyapramanatvdt

and quoted the reason samindpranidnatvdt
of the rule 1.2.53, which has no bearing on the matter under review.
The rule Kdlopasarjane ca tulyam means that kdla (time) and upasarjana (subordinate) are known from other evidence, that is popular usage, about which Panini does not propose to give specific
rules in his Astddhydyi. They are certainly not samiiids proper or
common nouns to which the reason samindpramdnatvdt applies.
It is evidently a bad shp due to the oversight of the momentous
word tulyam (Hkewise) which means that the reason arthasydpramdnatvdt assigned in the immediately antecedent aphorism (1.2.56)
applies also in the rule Kdlopasarjane (1.2.57). The position has
been made abundantly clear in the Kdsikd}^
given in the rule

1.2.56,

Prdcyabharata

IX.

On

page 38

it is

stated

:

"The Bharata region separated the

east from the west, as
Panini's reference to Prachya-Bharata on which
Patanjali remarks that the proper Prdchya country Hes outside the sphere of the Bharatas (2.4.56) ".

shown by

The deduction

'that the

proper prdcya country

the lack of proper appraisal of Pataiijali's comment.
were prdcyas and they were included within

due to
The Bharatas

etc. "is

the

zone.

Pataiijali raises a question of logical necessity.

tive is

appropriate only

when

it

is

must not be absurd.

adjec-

not included in the connotation

of the substantive, or necessarily associated with
it

eastern

An

meaning. Also
This rule has been explicitly stated by
its

21.
The Kdsikd explains arthasyanyapramanatvdt thus 'Anya iti sdstrdand aho'Kdlopasar jane caaiisye,
peksaya loko vyapadisyate' (under 1.2.56)
yasca lokato' rthassiddhah kim tatrt
kasvidt7 arthasydnyapramanatvdt
:

.

yatnenal
G. 13

(under

1.2.57).

.

.
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According to this dictum the
propositions sito vahnih and usrio vahnih (fire is cold; fire is hot)
become meaningless, because the former is absurd, and the latter
redundant. The Bharatas being necessarily the easterners, the
adjective pro-cya. would be absolutely redundant {anarthakam)
Kuinarila in his Tantrav^rtika.^

The compound
is evident from the remarks of Patanjah^.
prdcyahharatesu in the sutra (2.4.66) may be analysed in two different ways. It may mean both easterners and Bharatas as a case
of Dvandva {prdcydsca Bharatdsca) or the word pr^cya may be
regarded as the adjective of Bharatas, and thus explained as a case
of Karmadhdraya {prdcydsca te Bharatdsca). PatanjaU remarks
that both these cases would be logically absurd. The Bharatas

This

,

being necessarily prdcyas the word prdcya (easterners) would
include the Bharatas as a matter of necessity, and so the mention
.On
of the Bharatas in the sutra would be absolutely redundant.
.

.

the second alternative (i.e. the Bharatas who are easterners) the
adjective prdcya would be redundant, because the Bharatas are

An adjective which is necessarily a part of
meaning of the substantive term, or an invariable associate,
No other interpreis imwarranted on the ground of redundancy.
tation of the sutra seems plausible. Pataiijali however concludes
that the sutra cannot be a nonsensical utterance, and therefore
veers round to the first alternative (i.e. samuccaya; easterners and
But this interpretation as shown before is exposed
the Bharatas)
Patanjah argues that
to the charge of redundancy of the Bharata.
the prima facie interpretation is Uable to the charge of redundancy.
The Bharatas are necessarily embraced by the prdcya, and so the
word prdcya would have alone served the purpose. But there is
a deeper meaning intended by Panini. Nothing can be superfluous
in the sutras of Panini, as observed before by Pataiijali.^*

invariably prdcyas.
the

.

The apparent redundancy
cases

22.

p. 264;

I

of the Bharata

where only prdk or prdcya (easterner)

impHes that
is

in other

stated in the sutra

Sarnhhavavyahhicardhhydm syad visesanasarribhavah,

(Tantravartikd,

Anad.ed.).

Also the following verse is quoted by scholars in this context, of which
not able to trace the source.
Samhhavavyahhicardbhydm syadvisesanamarthavat,
Na saityena na causnyena vahnih kvdpi vissyate.

am

prdggrahanam Bharatavisefanam,
'Atha
23.
nahyapranco Bharatdssanti (2.4.66).
Vide; Foot note No. 12.
24.

prdggrahanamanarthakam,
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should not stand for the Bharatas^. The result of this implication (indpanam) is that in the rule 'Inah prdcdm (2.4.60) the
word prdcdm does not include the Bharata5 (an easterner with
it

For instance Pannagari, which means the son of
'in').
Pannagara (the name of a person who is an easterner, prdcya),
would not have what is called yuvapratyaya (the sufBx denoting a
grand son and other lower descendents of Pannagara, provided the
This is what PatanjaU means by enjoining the
ancestor is hving)
elison of the yuvan suffix after the word Pannagari, which word
would stand for both the grand son and the great grand son of Pannagara. There will be no such word as Pannagarayanah. But in
the case of Bharatas such as Auddalaki and Arjuni, their great
grand sons would be called Auddalakayana and Arjunayana. In
one word the yuvan suffix after Bharatas will apply, and so there
will be no case of ehsion.
the sufEx

.

Panini indicates on the strength of the rule 1.2.46 that an
injunction which is apparently superfluous implies either restriction (niyama) or a separate rule {Vyartho vidhirdrahhyamo^nah
niyamdrtho jndpakdrtho ra bhavati). By having recourse to this
device Panini avoided the necessity of framing a large

The present

case under consideration

number

of

an instance of the
implication of a rule which does not require such separate statement as 'Anyatra Bharatebhah' as a rider to Inah prdcdm. This
is the meaning intended by Panini and expounded by Patanjali.
It
is absolutely unwarranted to deduce from this ruling that 'the Bharatas were not included in the easterners, the prdcya country lay
outside the sphere of the Bharatas', and the Bharatas stood between the northerners and the easterners as an intermediary.
rules.

X.

There

is

is

Himdnt; Himasratha; Adhityakd; Up^tyakd
great plausibility in the obser\'ations of

Dr Agrawala

(on page 39) that Panini was acquainted with the Himalaya.

But

does not strictly follow from the references cited. Of course
himdni means 'a large mass of snow', himasratha means 'thaw of

this

snow', adhityakd 'plateau', and upatyakd

means

'valley'.

These are

general terms and applicable to every possible mountainous region.

Dr Agrawala

connects them with the Himalaya, which

is

unwar-

ranted by the wording of the sutras.

—

na
anyatra
prdggrahane
Bharatagrahanam
Kimetasya jndpane prayojanam'! Inah pTdcdjn Bharatagrahanam
na bhavati. Audddlakih pita; Audddlakdyanah putra iti'. (^Mahdhhasya under
25.

Etaijndpayaty deary ah

hhavatiti.

S.4.6b,

—

//
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Cdturvar^yam

XI.

On

page 76 he writes

:

"Panini in a siitra V.1.124 refers to the bhava (nature)
and karma (conduct) which should characterize a Brahmana
(Gunavachana-Brdhmaymdihhydh karmani cha)
These are
indicated in the derivative expression Brdhvianya. Katydyana
.

applies this rule to the four castes collectively to indicate the
duties for which the system stands."

norm and

The word caturvarnyam is derived from the words catur and
varna by adding the suffix syaii, which is prescribed generally in
the sense of hh^va or kamian {pra-uptinimitta or kriyd)
But in
.

the expression caturvarnyam neither the kriyd nor the pravrttinimitta (connotation of the term) is denoted. In this case the

Vdrtika 'Cdturvariiyddindm upasankhydnam' prescribes

it

in the

mere sense of the basic word (catvdro varnah), and no additional
meaning of hhdva or kriyd is denoted by it. This is clearly
explained by Kaiyata.^ Also the Kdsikd says: 'Cdturvarnyddindm
svdrthe upasankhydnam 'Catvdra eva varndscdturvarnyam,'. Here
the eva is used to show that in the case of this Vdrtika the hhdva
and karman are not to be brought in by mistake. Amarasimha also
'Vipraksatriyavitsudrdscdturvarnyam iti smrtam'. So the
says
word means only 'the four castes', and nothing else. Professor
Agrawala's remark that Katyayana applies this rule to the four
castes collectively to indicate the norm and duties for which the
:

system stands,

is

mislaeding.
XII.

On page

79 he says

Aryayhrdhmana

:

"Panini applies the epithet Arya to a Brdhmana to denote
the king's chief counsellor (Aryahrdhmana) and to Kumdra
to denote the crown prince (6.2.58)".

Panini prescribes prakrtisvara in the rule referred to by Dr
Agrawala. But he does not mention that the words Aryahrdhmana

and Arriakiimdra denote king's chief counsellor and the crown prince,
"Under Aryassvdmivaisyayoh (3.1.103) Kdsi/ca gives a counter-example (pratyiiddharanam) as dryo hrdhmanah, and the Padnmanjari
comments on the dryah as 'prdptavya ityarthah' (i.e. to be met with

26.

Kaiyata

under

5.1.124:

'Pratyayantoccarmiam hhdvakarma—samhan-

4hanitntyarthamxti svdrtha eva syan bhavati. Catvdro varnah caturvarnyam',
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.
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simha makes

it
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Amara-

{Mahdkula-kulina-^rya-

So it is not clear on what basis Professahhyasaijana-sadhavah)
sor Agrawala draws out the peculiar meaning from the word 'drya',
.

and associates

it

with the rule Aryo Brdhmaiiakumarayoh.

Xni.

On

page 83

it

is

Patnl

said:

"His" (householder's) "wife was technically called Fatrii
derived from the term Pati to whom she was wedded at the
sacrifice (Patyur no yapiasamyoge IV.1.33) ".
Professor Agrawala seeks to support his contention on the

But the rule does

strength of the rule Patyur no yajiiasamyoge.

not

mean

The

that she

who

is

wedded

at the sacrifice is called 'patnl*.

matter is this. Persons of all the castes are not
eligible for performing Vedic sacrifices; only those of the first three
castes {BrdhmaJia, ksatriya, and vaisya) have the necessary sancfact of the

According to the interpretations of the Mimaihsa system of philosophy both husband and
wife are required to be present in performing the sacrifices enjoined
by the Veda. So the wife who has such obligatory relations with
sacrificial functions and consequently shares with her husband the
fruits that accrue therefrom, is called patni, and this is what is
prescribed by the rule 'Patyur no yajnasamyoge' .^ The clause
tion of the sruti for such performances.

'yajiiasamyoge' signifies that the wife of a
caste

is

by the scriptures

to

perform the

not concerned with the yajiia.
three castes

first

'patni'.

This

is

member

not to be called patni, because her husband

The

is

sacrifices,

Only the wife

literally entitled to the

of the fourth

is

not enjoined

and therefore she

application of this term to others

is

only analogical.

the import of the rule and significance of the term.

no connection with the wedding

is

member of the
respectable name of
of a

at the sacrifice at

all.

It

has

Dr Agrawala

could not ignore this cruicial point, because on page 86 he WTites:

"The husband and his wife after marriage had to perform
jointly the sacrificial rites, from which the wife derived the
title of honour as patni".

27.

Vide:

Kaumudi under

'Patyur no

yajnasamyoge':

nnsya, phalahhoktntyarOiah, dampatyossahadhikdrat'.

'Tatkartjka yaj-
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Chdtrisdla

XrV.

On
fj
I

page 89 he says:

"Sometimes they" (women) "were m-residents at the
schools in what were called chhatri^sala (VI. 2.86)";
and again on page 287:
'Tanini refers to female students as Chhdtri and their
hostels ''chhdtri-sald'

From

these

is

it

(VI. 2.86)

".

evident that Professor Agrawala takes the

word Chdtri in the expression cited to mean 'a female student'.
The question as to whether 'C/iatrT or 'Chatra' is the feminine form
critically
of the word Chatra is very old one, and it was also
grammar.
It stUl
Sanskrit
of
exponents
examined by the different
remains a controvertial point. Dr K. C. Chatterji discusses the
views of grammarians of different schoob in his valuable journal,
the Manjusa, in the issue No. 6 of the fourth volume, and shows
that the opinions are sharply divided. The word Chatra is derived
from 'Chatra' with the suffix 'na' (by the rule 'Chatrddihhyo nah'
4.4.62) in the sense of tdtchxlya.

One who

is

attentive to the affairs

and bent upon covering his (teacher's) defects is called 'Chatra'.^ There are other words included in the group, of which
curd is also one. Cauri is the feminine form of caura derived
from curO- in the sense of curd silam asyah. In caurl the feminine
of his teacher

sufiSx

T

(nip)

is

effected as a result of the Parihhdsd 'Tdtchilike

implied by the aphorism 'Kdrmas
t&tchtlye' (6.4.172)
But the supplementary Parihhdsd 'Jndpakasiddham na sarvatra' makes that Parihhdsd not compulsory in its
operation in all cases.
Kaiyata, Nyasakara, and Haradatta are

ne atikrtdni hhavanti, which

is

.

definitely of the opinion that

it

would have been better

if

'an'

were

prescribed instead of 'na' by Chatrddihhyo nah, and so the form

would be chdtri, cauri etc.
But Nagesa differs from Kaiyata and others on the strength of
the nihng Jnd-pakasiddham ,na sarvatra', and says that chatra
(with tdp) becomes the legitimate form. He does not definitely
in the feminine as a matter of necessity

assert that chatra is the only correct form.
Bhairavamisra, the
author of the commentary Bhairavi on the Parihhdsendusekhara
Chdtrd ityapi siddhyati (Under the Parihhdsa 'Tdtchilike ne
says:
ankrtdni hhavanti). Here the 'api' seems to indicate that chdtrd
Vide: KaMka under 4.4.62: 'Chatram Blam asya chdtah. Chddaiidt
28.
dvarandt chatram. Curukaryesvavahitastatchidrdvarana pravrttah chatrasila^chdtrah'.
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an alternative form. But Nagesa's direct disciple Payagimda
Vaidyanatha however says that chdtrd is the only correct form.^^
So in the light of Vaidyanatha's interpretation the feminine form
is only chAtrd, and never chdtn, and consequently the expression

is

chdtrisdld cannot

be interpreted as

'hostel for females etc.'.

Furthermore, even if, according to Bhairavamiira, the feminine
form chdtfi be accepted as correct, the compound form must be
with long V as 'chdtrisdld', and not with short H' as is foimd in
In the chdtryddi group iinder
the example under reference.
Chatryddayassdldydm (6.2.86) all the words Chatri, Peh, Bhandi,
Vyadi, Apisali, Akhandi, Apari, and Gomi aU these words are read
with short 'i', and not with long 'i'. So this chdtri (with short
Therefore
'i') cannot be taken to be the feminine form of chdtra.
in any case the rendering of chdtrisdld into 'hostel for female
students' is absolutely not correct. As regards the possible meaning of the expression chdtrisdld I hazard a guess. It is surmisable
on account of the reading of the other words in the group like

Vyadi and Apisali etc., that the form Chatri is a name (proper
noun) of some previous writer like Apisali, with whom the sUd
may be taken to have some association. Of course I am not definite
of the correct meaning of the expression. Whatever may be the
other probable meaning, it is certam that it does not mean 'hostel
for

women

students'.

XV. Nisadyd

On page

134 he says:

"In sutra 111.3.99" {Samndydm samaja etc.) "Panini gives
nishadyd as a specific word (samjnd) meaning a rest-house."

Under the rule Samindydm samada nisada, etc. the Siddhdntakaumudl says 'Nisldanti asydm iti nisadyd, dpanah'. Also Amarasimha says 'Apanastu nisadydydm' So according to these writers
nisadyd means a shop.
Kslrasvamin, the commentator on the
Amarakosa, also explains in the same manner as Bhattoji diksita.
.

XVI.

On

Sukosald

page 139 he sayA

>S /

"We find Patanjali speaking of the guide-book called
Sukosald, which gave a detailed (avayavasah) description of
the wonderful city-walls of Patallputra."
29.

Vide His Bhdvaprakasa on Proudhamancyrama. under Tdtchilitce ne

ttnkrtdni hhavanti in Stripratijaijaprakarana (under the rule

where he observes 'Jnapakasiddkasya asdrvatrikatvat chdtra

T^ijdhdnan
ityeva',

etc.),
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This interpretation, if not at variance with the exposition of
and the subsequent conunentators, would have been
hailed as a discovery of an interesting historical fact corresponding
Patanjali

needs of modern civilization. I do not mean to say that
there was no such historical guide-book in the past, which might
have existed. But unfortunately the present sutra of Panini does
not throw any hght on the prevalence of a guide-book. It simply
to the

prescribes the relevant suffixes to be employed after the

a commentary or an independent

book which
^

,

^

name

of

expounded in an expository work which may be

a hterary topic

sup suffixes

treats of

Thus, for instance a

treatise..

is

called

Saupa (granthah)

,

The

sup (suffixes) are the subject-matter of exposition (vydkhydtvyatvcLTna).

The

resultant

form Saupa means a work or commentary

dealing with the sup suffixes.
thing that occurs in or

bhavah) which

is

is

It

may

also

mean

alternatively any-

incidental to the subject-matter

entirely different

{Tatra

from an exposition.

In order to show that the resultant forms Saupa, Taina, Sdtvanames of literary commentaries or expositions

tiatvika etc. are the

of a Hterary subject, Patnjah gives the counter-illustration PataliK.

putrasya vydkijdni Sukosald.
so also Pataliputra.

or subject.

It

Sukosla

Neither of them

means

is

is

name of a city and
name of Hterary work

the

the

that the city of Sukosala

is

the

commentary

of PataHputra in a figurative sense.

Sukosala is rather the prototype, and one who is acquainted with the planning of Sukosala can
have an indirect knowledge of PataHputra, which may be regarded
as a repHca of the former.

The relevant

PataHputra of which the city Sukosala
mentary in a metaphorical sense.
This
taries.30

is

do not apply to
be reagrded as a com-

suffixes

may

the interpretation given in the authoritative

And Dr

Agrawala's interpretation

is

commen-

in flat contradiction

with that of the accredited authorities.

The use

'Commentary in a figurative sense' is not an old
Even now one may say in EngHsh 'The Railway
service in the interior parts of India is a sad commentary on the
inefficiency of the department'. Here the word commentary also
of

scholastic device.

Vide: Kaiyata's comment on the Mahabha^ya iinder 4.3.66: Yddrsah
20.
Sukosaldydm prakaradisannivesastadrsah Pdtaliputre iti PataUputram vyakhyaivyara bhavtiti syadeva pratyayah. Vydkhydtavyandmagrahandd hi vt/afchi/at-

vyatvena prasiddhatamasya granthasya yamidma tasya grahaiiddatiprasangihhavah. Also Padamaniari on 4.3.66 Tddrio hi Pdtaliirutre prdkdrddisauniveso
yadrsassukosaldydm; tena tayd tad vydkhydyate.
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a literary exposition of a literary work. It only
explains a fact. In the illustration of Sukosala it is

mean

that

it

metaphorical meaning which is intended. The confusion of
with metaphorical sense has called undesirable consequences,

literal

sometimes grotesque and sometimes tragical in the
sent illustration is an instance of the former.

Grdmyapasu sangha

XVII.

On

The pre-

past.

page 142 he says:
'Pastures appear to have been held in common by the
{Grdmyapasusahgha,
for the grazing of its cattle

village

1.2.73)'.

By

quoting this nile (1.2.73) he seems to support his contention of common pastxires of the village. But the nile is intended for
prescribing that when both masculine and feminine forms are to be
used, the feminine form alone remains {Ekasesa)

if it is

the case

of the herds of rural cattle, and provided that the cattle are not
young. 'Gdva imah' is the example, which means that 'these are

(both) cows

and

bulls'.

beyond our ken how

It is

this rule sup-

ports the existence of pastures, and that again held in

the village for the grazing of

its cattle.

Dr Agrawala

common by
writes again

wrongly on the same page: 'Forests were also tised for grazing
of domestic animals', on the support of the same rule {Grdmyap5.su
etc.)
It would be safe if he avoided such irrelevant references.
.

XVni.

On

Gausthina

page 222 he says:

"An

area once used for grazing and later abandoned was
{bhiltapurvagostha, V.2.18) ."

called gaushthina

The Kdsikd explains

gostham,
According to this

this as 'Gdvastisthantyasminniti

gosthasahdena sannihitagosamuho desa ucyate'.

gostha means "a cow-pen and gausthma means that which was

once a cow-pen.

No

proof

is

furnished by Prof. Agrawala for the

interpretation as 'an area once used for grazing'.

XIX.

On

Anucdna

page 282 he writes:
"Panini refers to the teacher as anuchdna, 'one

pounds the texts' (III.
and again on page 291:
G. 14

2.109)

";

who

ex-
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'Tanini refers to another class of teachers called
(HI. 2.109)".

The same he repeats on page 303

anuchdna

also.

Kaumudl says Vedasya anuvacanam
Amarasimha also teUs anucanah pravacane
sdnge adhiti. The word'adhltf and the expression anuvacanam
krtavdn' must make it clear that the word refers to a student, i.e.,
But under

rule the

thi<;

krtavdn anUcdnah.

one

who

to the

repeated his lessons after his master.

teacher.

Dr

It

does not refer

Agrawala's rendering does not seem to be

correct.

XX.

On

Student getting food,

etc.

page 281 he writes:
getting food offered
families {ydiyakulani gatvd agrdsanddlni lahhate)".

"PatajQJali refers to a student

by pious

Dr Agrawala's

is that by the sentence (quoted withmeans 'a student getting food offered by
pious families'.
Under the rule 'Sthdnivat ddeso'nalvidhau'.
Patanjali says ^Loke yo yasya prasange hhavati lahhate 'sau

intention

in brackets), Patanjali

—upddkydyasya

tatkdrydni; tadyathd

gatvd agrdsanddini lahhate'.

example

to

show

that

the

This
rule

{sthdne)
is

cited

sisyah ydiyakuldni

by

Patanjali

'Sthdnivadddesah'

is

as

an

needless,

because such fimctions as the extension of the treatment (appHcation of the rules)

of the sthdnin to the substitute

(ddesa), are

commonly known without the help of a grammatical rule. For
instance, when his disciple goes in the place of a preceptor to the
houses of those on whose behalf a sacrificial rite is performed, they
extend to him all the treatment of honoxu- such as the first seat,
etc., which is usually accorded to the preceptor.
This is the meannig of the sentence of the Mahdhhdsya quoted by Dr Agrawala.

The

disciple

may

get food or

Agrawala is not a
the Mahdhhdsya.

Prof.

XXI.

On

may

not.

But the rendering

of

faithful representation of the import of

Upasthdniyak antevdsl guroh

page 282 he writes:

"They" (the teacher and the pupil) "were always close
to each other {upasthdnlya, III. 4.68) the teacher to be served
{upasthdv^yah sisyena guruh), and the pupil
\upasthdnlyah antevdsl gurch, Kdsikd)".

to

be taught

A CRITIQUE ON "INDIA AS KNOWN TO PANINI"
The word

upasthatiiya occurs in the rule 'Bhavyageya'
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etc.,

which prescribes the irregiilar forms 'Bhavya' etc. in which the
suffixes 'ya' and 'araya' are mentioned as optionally correct in the
sense of 'agent' (kartari). The suffixes 'ya' and aniya are prescribed by the general rule {Tayoreva etc.) only in the impersonal and
passive senses, but never in the sense of agent (of action). So the
forms hhavya etc. are mentioned as an exception in the rule
with the krtya suffixes in the sense of agent. As this
is optional, the forms hhavya etc. can also be used

(3.4.68)

prescription

in the impersonal or the passive sense as the case

who

expression upasthaniya means both 'one
(agent suffix), and 'one

both the cases

it

who

is

may

The

be.

attending

on'

attended on' (passive suffix).

In

is

The only

stands for 'attending on'.

difference

is

that in the case of agent suffLx the participial form (upasthaniya)

governs genitive case (kartrkarmanoh krti) after the word standing for the object (of the action) as 'upasthdniyah antevdsi guroh) '.

Here upasthdniyah has the same meaning

as upasthdtd, in the case

of passive suffix it cannot effect the genitive case on the word guru,
owing to the rule 'anahhihite' which is also appUcable to the rule
kartrkarmanoh krti, and consequently we have the nominative
case like 'Upasthdniyah guruh sisyena'. In this case (of passive
suffix)

the agent of the action (sisya) being unexpressed (anahhi-

by the passive

hita)

suffix

(aniya), he

is

used in the instnmiental

case in accordance with the rule 'kartrkaraTiayostrtiyd' Active and
.

the passive voice
ing (of the root)

is
is

concerned, there

The

root of the Upasthaniya does not

and

in the other

on',

i.e.

is

'to teach'.

the student

As

the only difference.

is

is

far as the

mean-

absolutely no difference.

mean

in

In both the cases

one case

'to serve',

means

'attending

it

attending on the teacher', and 'the teacher

attended on by the student' are the meanings of the active and

The

the passive uses respectively.

interpretation of 'upasthdniyah

antevdsi guroh' as 'the pupil to be taught'

is

absurd.

This

is

evi-

Dr Agrawala will do
carefully and know the correct

dent from the Kdsikd and the Kaumudl.
well to go through the original texts

meaning

of the expressions.

XXII.

On

page 291 he remarks

Upayoga

:

"Tuition in the nrescribed religious

manner was upayoga

(niyama-piirvakam vidyd-grahanam, Kdsikd. on

1.4.29)

.

Accord-

ing to the commentator learning of secular subjects as dramatic art did not come under the category of upayoga, e.g. 'takes
instruction about drama from an actor' (natasya srinoti)".
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The term vidyd

/

/

'niyamajmrvakavidydgrahanam' does not

and so learning of secular subjects like dranot excluded from the category of upa-yoga on the

mean

religious subject,

matic

art etc. is

being a non-religious subject. The example riatasya
srnoti does not mean 'takes instruction about drama from an actor'.
It means only 'hears the (song of the) actor' (for instance, during
a performance). Kaiyati says under this rule 'Grantarthadhara-

ground

.

in

of

its

•ndrtham yadgrahanam sa upayogah'

i.e.

receiving instruction for a

(thorough) knowledge of the subject'. This is what is meant by
In the example 'natasya
'niyamapurvakam vidydgrahanam'
srnoti' it is not a matter of instruction for a knowledge of the
technique, but it is only a hearing for delight or so. If there be
a reg\dar instruction received by a student for a knowledge of the
dramatic art, then we certainly have the ablative case as 'natdt
srnoti', which also becomes the example of the rule umder
reference (Akhydtopayoge)
This is explained by Nagesa imder
Bhdsya
the
(on 1.4.29) while commenting on the Pradipa:
Granthadhdrndrthamiti) as:
^Yadd tu Tiatddibliyo'pi tathddhya.

.

yaTunn tadd natdt srnofiti bhavatyeveti hodhyam.' Even in the
case of rehgious education if it not be a case of instruction for
the sake of knowledge, but only a casual hearing we will have only
the genitive case like 'Upddhydyasya srnoti' and not the ablative
case prescribed by the rule 'Akhydtopayoge', because in that case
on account of its not being a case of instruction for knowledge
the example does not come under the purview of that rule. It is
a pity that Dr Agrawala did not notice the very important remarks of Nagesa Bhatta. His interpretation of natasya srnoti
therefore does not give the real picture, and consequently
deserves to be emended.

XXIII.

On

Taksd

page 229 he says:

"Panini mentions the skilled artisans as rdia-silpins
(Rdja ca prasamsdydm VI.2.63), e.g. rdja-ndpita, rdja-kuldla.
Perhaps these enjoyed the patronage of kings from whom
they were so named. Patanjali clearly says that a carpenter
engaged to_work for the king did not entertain private work
(takshd rdiakarmani pravartamdnah svam karma jahati

Bhdshya,

From
arts

and

II.

2.1;

I.

364)".

the context of 'skilled artisans'

crafts)

it

(and the chapter on
appears that by the sentence 'Patanjali clearly

^^
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work for the king did not enterAgrawala
means
Dr
to say that when a carpenwork'
tain private
ter skilled in carpentry was engaged, as a result of his craftsmanship, to work for the king, he did not entertain any work of
carpentry for ordinary persons. If the carpenter referred to was
meant one who was engaged not for his skill in carpentry, but
says that a carpenter engaged to

some thing else, then there is no meaning in Dr Agrawala's
quoting the sentense 'Taksd rdjakarmani etc' as an evidence in
the chapter of 'Arts and Crafts', with which it has no relevancy.

for

So the intention of Dr Agrawala seems to be to prove that 'the
engagement of a carpenter on accoiont of his skill in carpentry
for the work of a king', was also spoken of by Patanjali in the
sentence cited. But the fact of the matter is this. The instance
of a carpenter is cited by Pataiijah to support the contention
(Jahatsvarthdvrtti) that words used in certain phrases and
cotexts particularly in compounds give up (i.e. do not denote)
their usual meaning and stand for some other special signification.
This is in conformity with the affairs of our day-to-day life. For
instance when carpenter is engaged, says Patanjah, on an occasion
by the king for conveying some message etc., being commissioned
for that special work, he cannot and does not do his professional
(usual) work of carpentry. In the same manner words also some
times do not denote their usual meaning, because of their different
context and function. This is the import of the sentence of the

Mahdbhdsya under reference.^i
The carpenter's engagement
referred to by Patafijali is not for the work of carpentry, and not
on account of the carpenter's skill in the craft, but it is simply
commissioning of his services for some other purpose not connected with carpentry. If there be any connection with carpentry then the citation

by Patanjali would be unsuitable to the
and the expression 'svam taksakarma jahdti' would also
become null and void. So the reference of Pataiijali to the
carpenter has nothing to do with the skill of arts and crafts in
general and that of the carpentry in particular, and Prof. Agracontext,

wala's

interpretation

therefore

must be subjected

to

a

sifting

examination.

31.

yat.

Vide; Mahdbhasya on

Bddham yuktam; evam

2.1.1.:

'Yvktam punar

hi drsyate lake

—

jahatsvdrthS.

—puruso'

nama

vrttiss-

yam parakarmani

pra-

vartamdnah svam karma jahati. Tadyatha taksd rdiakarmani pravartamdnah
svam taksakarma jahdti. 'Kaiyata says on this: 'Taksd rdjakarmamti. Yadd
rajna taksd dutyddau niyuiyate tadd svakam karma jahati'.
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XXrV

and

XXV.

Saupah, and Tainah

page 306 he translates the expression: 'Supdm vydkhydnah
saupo granthah' 'as 'a book on nouns', and Tainah,' as (a book on)
In fact the words 'ndmika and dkhydtika' stand resverbs'.

On

pectively for the

works on nouns and verbs.

The expressions

'Saupah' and 'Tainah' mean respectively a work dealing with caseendings (sup, not subanta) and that on verbal endings {tin, not
tinanta), like the

Kft

word kdrtah which stands

for a

work on the

suffixes.

XXVI.

Upagraha

On page 344 he says that upagraha is a puT-uacarya-samjria of
Atmanepada. It stands not only for dtmanepada but also for
parasmaipada. Under 'Vyatyayo bahulam' (3.1.85) Nagesa says:
Upagraho Iddesavyangyam svdrthatvddi. Iha tatpratitinimitte
parasmaipaddtmanepade laksanayocyete. 'Patanjah also while
illustrating Upagrahavyatyaya in the Chandas gives examples of
both parasmaipada and dtmanepada'. Bhartrhari has a separate
chapter on Upagraha in his Vafcyapadiya. He says:
Ya dtmanepaddd bhedah kvacidarthasya gamyate,
Anyatascdpi Iddesdt, manyante tamupagraham.
This is explained by Helaraja as: 'Atmanepada-parasmaipadavyangyah kartrabhiprdyatva-taditarddirupo viseso yah kriydydh
sddhanasya
vd sa upagraha iti purvdcdryairabhyupagatah.
Kartrabhiprdyatva is in those cases where the result of the action
is enjoyed Tjy the doer, the agent, and so the dtmanepada is
generally to be used there; otherwise, if it is enjoyed by somebody else, not the doer, then there is paragamitua in which case
the parasmaipada

is

generally prescribed.

XXVn.
On

Prajdvati

page 405 he translates 'prajauati' as 'mother of princes'.

But Amarasimha tells 'Prajauati bhratridyd' i.e. the
wife.
Dr Agrawala does not furnish any proof
,

brother's
for

his

interpretation.

XXVIII and XXIX.

On

Varnikd and Vartikd

page 392 he translates the expression:

lohdyatasya' as 'the view point of Bhdguri

Lokayata

doctrine',

Lokdyatasya'

is

is

and again the expression:

translated

as

'the

way

of

'Varnikd Bhdguri
a specimen of the

'Vartikd Bhdguri
Ufe

preached

by

A CRITIQUE ON
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that of Lokdyata'. Obviously
'varnikd' to mean 'specimen', and

Bhagiiri

word
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takes the

'VartiW for 'the way
the Mahdbhasya under the rule

These examples occur in
There Kaiyata says: 'Varnikd vydkhyd'Naydsayoh (7.3.45).
Nagesa explains this
nltyarthah, and 'Bhdguri-fikdvisesah', and
granthavisesa ityarthah.
as 'Lokdyatasdstrasya vydkhydnarupo
So
Vartikd Bhdguntyatrdpi vartiketyasya vydkhydnltyarthah'
In
commentary.
mean
words
both
comment
according to this

of

life'.

.

'varnakam' is
the system of mlmdmsd philosophy also the word
does not
Agrawala
used in the sense of 'interpretation'. Professor
unacceptable.
give any authority for his interpretation, and so it is
Ddridajmifca and dyassulika

XXX. and XXXI.
On

page 381 he writes:

"There were also sham ascetics, called ddriddiinika (V.
2.76), i.e. one who passes for an ascetic by the outward signs
of staff and deer-skin only".

and again on the same page:
'Panini refers to a class of false ascetics known as dyahsulika .... The term ayahsula indicates the practice of violent
methods (rabhasa) to recruit followers as distinguished from
the softer method of persuasion and instruction .... As opposed to them " (the Sivabhagavatas) the dyahsillika Saivas
pierced their tongue or arms or other parts of the body with
iron prongs and extracted forced sympathy".

The Kdsika

says: 'Tlksna

updya ayasulamucyate, tendnvicchati

dyassulikah, sdhasika ityarthah.

Dambho

danddjinavi,

tendnvic-

ddmbhika ityarthah. Commenting on this the
Padamaniari says 'Dambho danddjinamiti dambhasddhanatvdt;
dambhavanto hi prdyena dandamajinam ca dhdrayanti .... teneti.
dambhena (anvicchati) danddjinamtu dhdrayatu, md vd dtdharat
ityarthah. Sarvatra mukhydrthdgrahane anabhidhdnanieva hetuh'.
From the above it should be clear that 'dandEiina' stands
for deceit or fraud, and 'ddn^iinika means only' a deceitful or
fraudulent person. Padamaniari' s remark: Sarvatra, etc., makes it
expUcit that in both the cases the primary or literal meaning is
never conveyed by the terms for want of such accepted usage (by
the cultured people, sistas)
The word 'ddn^djinika' can be used
to denote even a lay person (not an ascetic), who is fraudulant,
and so it does not necessarily stand for sham ascetics. Similarly
the word dyassulika stands for one who adopts drastic methods for
accomplishing a thing which could easily be done by gentle means;
and so it does not necessarily mean a false ascetic' who pierces
chati ddnddiinikah,

,

.

bis tongue or other part of the

body with iron prongs with the
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Both the terms have
outward signs of staff
followers by violent methods.

intention of extracting forced sympathy.
nothing to do udth false ascetics and the

and deer-skin, or the recruitment
does

Patanjali

^ivahhagavatas.

not

give

the

of

as opposed to
own fanciful
impose
his
to

word dyassulika

Dr Agrawala

tries

explanation on Panini and Patanjali, and his interpretations are
entirely baseless

and

incorrect.

XXXII.

Punarvasu

On

page 175 he writes:
"Punarvasu. Panini knows that there were two stars
in thi'; constellation; the two stars of Punarvasu and one of
Tishya make three, but they are expressed by the dual number as 'Tishya-Punarvasa (1.2.63). But in sutra IV. 3.64"
(the number is wrong; it shoxild be 4.3.34) "he" (Panini) mentions Punarvasu in the singular ....".

The

by Dr Agrawala is Sravisthd phalgunl
punarvasu, hasta, visdkhdsddhdhahuldt luk.

sutra referred to

anurddhd,

svdti, tisya,

In this nile the word Punarvasu

compound.

is

a component of the dvandva

Therefore the Punarvasu mentioned in the rule

a stem without any case-ending.

Further, the

word stands

form 'Punarvasu', and not for the constellation.
that Pajjini mentions Punarvasu in the singular

is

only

for the

So the statement
is

not correct.

XXXIII
In the numbering of certain sutras referred to in Dr Agrawala's
book there are misprints, and they should be corrected as shown

below.
Page

(in

DrA's

Word,

sutra,

Bhdsya

etc.

Number

Number

given

»» should be

book)
1.

2.

19

sarvavedapdrisada,

etc.

(in

the Bhasya)

2. 1. 58;

6.3.14

i

PK
519

H62U

Venkatacharya, T
A critique on Dr. Agrawala's
India as known to Panini

cop,4.
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